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Excellence in Clinical
Trials Awards

Experience Innovation Week
A unique experience of Sydney
Indigenous languages opened
the 2019 Sydney Innovation and
Research Symposium.

we asked our Aboriginal staff to help
express this theme in the various
Indigenous languages of the Eora Nation.

Sydney Local Health District welcomed
more than 1200 staff, patients, community
members and health, medical and research
partners to the Hyatt Regency to network,
celebrate achievements and foster
collaboration.

The keynote presentations began with an
in-depth look at 10 years of pioneering
innovation in structural heart disease at RPA.

Now in its seventh year, the Symposium is
the flagship event of Innovation Week. This
year, the theme was Imagine, Transform,
Lead, Experience.
In keeping with 2019’s designation as the
International Year of Indigenous Languages,

Attendees were invited to Nangami (dream),
to Walibanga (turn something upside down)
and to Marana (be first).

Interventional cardiologist Professor
Martin Ng outlined the key milestones
of transcatheter aortic valve implantation
or TAVI.
TAVI is a highly-specialised procedure that
allows a diseased aortic valve to be replaced
via a keyhole surgery – without the need for
open heart surgery.

“We perform world first surgery to save lives.
Our patients are the sickest of the sick and
we are delivering the best of the best. We go
above and beyond for our patients every
week,” Professor Ng said.
In Spotlight on a Service we explored RPA’s
Comprehensive Stroke Service with
Associate Professor John Worthington,
Clinical Nurse Consultant Kylie Tastula and
the multidisciplinary team of paramedics,
anaesthetists, neurointerventional
radiologists, neurologists, intensivists and
specialist nursing staff. They were joined by
eight stroke patients from around the state
who have been treated at RPA.
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Message from
the Chief Executive
Dr Teresa Anderson AM

Innovation Week is always a
special time in Sydney Local
Health District. This year we
took the opportunity to focus
on the experiences of patients
and their families and the
experience of our staff, who
come to work every day to
make a difference.

More than 3000 people took part
in Innovation Week 2019, experiencing
the breadth and depth of innovation
and research in all its forms across
our District.
Over six days we hosted nine events
featuring more than 120 presenters.
Innovation Week is one of the biggest
investments the District makes in the
growth and development of our staff.
Throughout the week we shared many
laughs, a few tears and wise words at
our Patient and Family Experience
Symposium, Women’s Leadership
Breakfast, Care in our Community
Forum, Clinical Trials Showcase and The
Big Idea and Robotics Masterclasses.
Innovation Week events are held to thank
our staff for the inspirational work they
do each and every day as we care for our
community. They are also an opportunity
for our staff and our partners to network,
exchange ideas and hear from leaders in

The Service is achieving impressive results
with endovascular clot retrieval (ECR), an
innovative, complex and delicate procedure
that reduces disability and is potentially
curative for certain stroke patients.
“There’s literally hundreds of people across
NSW on rosters that meet and greet these
patients and get them to us. It works like
clockwork and to watch the teams at the
bedsides and watch them in the angiogram
suite, that’s the marvel of this,” he said.
Minister for Health and Minister for Medical
Research Hon Brad Hazzard MP presented the
Sydney Research Awards and Scholarships
and the Healthy Families Healthy Children
School Science Project Competition Awards.
Mr Hazzard took the opportunity to
congratulate staff on the work they do
every day.
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“Thank you to Sydney Local Health District
for the work you do, thank you to each
and every one of you for the care and love
you give to our patients,” he said.
The ICT Lounge took visitors on a tour
of technologies shaping current and
future healthcare.
Microsoft Asia Pacific HoloLens lead,
Lawrence Crumpton, demonstrated how
mixed reality is helping clinicians in their work,
allowing them to look inside anatomical parts
and view a patient’s medical information in
real time.
Dr Nic Woods, Microsoft Australia’s Chief
Medical Officer, gave the audience an insight
into some of the emerging technologies
Microsoft is working on with partners in
healthcare, including a watch that dampens
Parkinson’s tremor and AI-powered health
chat bots.
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“Thank you to Sydney
Local Health District
for the work you do,
thank you to each and
every one of you for
the care and love you
give to our patients,”
Hon Brad Hazzard MP

Message
from the Chair,
District Board
Hon Ron Phillips AO

I’d like to take this opportunity
to thank staff for their incredible
work so far this year, particularly
with the early onset of the
flu season.
As we head into the new financial year, I look
forward to the Chief Executive presenting
the annual budget for all staff to be aware
of how funding is being allocated. If you
haven’t attended a budget presentation
before, please keep an eye out for the dates
and locations. Sydney Local Health District
will receive more than $1.8 billion this year
from the NSW Government and these
presentations are a great opportunity to
see how that money will be spent.

health and medical research, technology
and innovation.
NSW Premier Gladys Berejiklian
captured the spirit of Innovation Week
when she addressed our Women’s
Leadership Breakfast:
“Don’t underestimate your own power
in inspiring others,” she said.
“Something you do, the way you take
care of someone, the way you approach
your work, could very well inspire
someone else and that for me is the
true definition of leadership.”
I’d like to take this opportunity to
thank all staff who attended, presented
or hosted stalls and to the many partner
organisations who supported Innovation
Week. I’m very proud of the way the
week reflects the important work of
the District.

and we’re
looking forward
to bringing you
new world-class
buildings and
services soon.
Work is also
continuing on
clinical service
planning for
RPA’s $750
million
redevelopment.
Consultation is occurring with services
across the campus to ensure these works
will allow us to grow and adapt to deliver
new models of care and meet the changing
needs of our patients for decades to come.

It’s exciting to see that the enabling works at
Concord Hospital are nearing completion
and construction on the $341 million
redevelopment is getting underway. Thank
you to all staff who have been impacted by
the works. We’re grateful for your patience
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Patient and
Family Experience
Symposium
Melinda Cruz was our opening speaker at the Patient and Family
Experience Symposium, she inspired the audience, sharing her
experience about how she founded the charity and support group
Miracle Babies, following the birth of her own three premature babies.
Consumer Advisor Kylie Scott, who has Down Syndrome, reminded
us to look for the value people with a disability can bring, rather than
their limitations.

48%

of our staff to
ok
the opportunity
to
fill in the survey

The story of Environmental Services staff member Azra Imsirovic
and her special connection to transplant patient Alan Crawford and
his wife Barbara highlighted the impact we all can have on our
patients and their families.
See the video at slhd.nsw.gov.au/sydneyconnect/videos

Touching hearts,
supporting one another
One of the most touching moments
of Innovation Week 2019, was a
presentation at the Patient and Family
Experience Symposium. A group of
men who care for women with
dementia shared openly about how
they draw strength from each other
at a Dementia Men’s Carers group.

Cuppa with
a Colleague
Innovation Week 2019 commenced with the
District-wide celebration of ‘People Matter in
Sydney Local Health District’.
Fondly called ‘Cuppa with a Colleague’ staff took time out of
their day to share a cup of tea and have a chat with a colleague.
It was also an opportunity to sit down with a manager or
colleague from a different department.
A number of pop-up tea lounges and morning tea events were
also held across the District serving up cupcakes, fruit and
scones and further providing staff with an opportunity to forge
new friendships with colleagues from different departments.
“I am really excited to see where some of the conversations,
ideas and new relationships that took place may take the District
in the future,” Chief Executive Dr Teresa Anderson AM said.
“Some of the best and biggest ideas to come out of the
District have started with conversations that began in staff
rooms, corridors and often over a cup of tea.”
‘Cuppa with a Colleague’ also offered staff the chance to
complete the 2019 People Matters Employee Survey. The survey
offers the opportunity to share what matters to staff and what
the organisation can do to improve our workplace and culture.
This year 48 per cent of our staff took the opportunity to fill in
the survey. This is an excellent result and six per cent higher
than the previous two years.
Stand-out achievers include ICT and Workforce Services
and the Public Health Unit, where 100 per cent of staff took
part in the survey.
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#ENDPJPARALYSIS
Sydney Local Health District was proud to be the Australian
launch site for the #endpjparalysis 70 day challenge. We’ve joined
the global campaign to get patients up, dressed, moving and
feeling better. International research shows wearing day clothes
and shoes can improve a person’s mental and physical health by
increasing confidence and independence in getting active.
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Women’s Leadership
Breakfast
“Don’t underestimate your own power in
inspiring others. Something you do, the
way you take care of someone, the way you
approach your work, could very well inspire
someone else and that for me is the true
definition of leadership.”
With those words the Premier of NSW, Gladys Berejiklian
captured the spirit of our Women’s Leadership Breakfast.
Held at NSW Parliament House during Innovation Week,
our Breakfast was an opportunity to thank our staff for the
inspirational work they do each and every day as we care
for our community.
The event was also a chance for our staff and our partners
to network, exchange ideas and hear from trailblazing
women such as Gladys, who in March became the first
woman elected premier of NSW.
As well as more than 200 women who were nominated
by their peers, staff and managers, about 50 of our male
and female staff were selected to attend the Breakfast, in
recognition of their long-standing support for furthering
the careers of the women they work with.
One of the Premier’s Priorities is for 50 per cent of all
senior leadership positions in the NSW Public Sector to
be held by women.
In our District we have already exceeded this target
and the Premier praised us as a “beacon” for other
government agencies.
We also heard from pioneering melanoma researcher
Professor Georgina Long, who spoke about the juggle to
manage work, research and motherhood.
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Care in our Community Forum
The Care in Our Community
Forum is a special celebration
of the work that happens on the
front line the community.
Sydney Local Health District provides a
comprehensive suite of community-based
services to Sydney’s Inner West, including
Sydney District Nursing, Child and Family
Health, Sexual Health and HIV, Youth Health,
Sexual Assault, Domestic Violence, Mental
Health, Drug Health and Oral Health. Clinical
services are complemented by population
Health and health promotion programs.
More than 300 dedicated staff work as part
of our Community Health team. They are
nurses, allied health professionals, medical
and support staff.

The day was facilitated by Glenn Daniel,
smoothFM’s Breakfast presenter.
“It’s one thing to fill our heads with
information when we come to a conference
like today,” he said.
“It’s far better when we hear stories form the
heart, when you share stories from the heart,
and those two working together makes us
very capable in the community.”
In the first keynote presentation, Clinical
Psychologist Sophia Parnas from Concord
Centre for Mental Health explored what
evolutionary biology and neuroscience tells
us about the human-to-human encounter.
“People are hardwired to connect to other
human beings,” she said.

She was followed by Associate Professor
Elisabeth Murphy, Senior Clinical Advisor,
Child and Family Health from the NSW
Ministry of Health, who spoke about the
First 2000 Days Framework.
This strategy focuses on the importance
of the first 2000 days in a child’s life (from
conception to age 5) and what action people
within the health system need to take to
ensure that all children have the best
possible start in life.
“Evidence shows that significant number
of stressful events in utero have a big impact
on children so that’s why when we talk about
the first 2000 days we need to start at
pre-conception,” she said.

“We may survive without close connection
to others but we won’t thrive.”

HealthMatters • Sydney, it’s your local health district
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Excellence in Clinical
Trials Awards
Two outstanding clinician-researchers from
RPA have been jointly awarded Sydney Local
Health District’s Clinical Trial of the Year Award
for their ground-breaking work on the genetic
blood disorder thalassaemia.
Professor John Rasko AO, the Head of the Department of Cell
and Molecular Therapies and Professor P. Joy Ho, Head of the
Thalassemia Unit and Director of Research at the Institute of
Haematology, were recognised for the Northstar Study.
The Excellence in Clinical Trials Support Award was presented
to Kerry Kearins, Senior Clinical Trials Coordinator at the
Department of Chemical Pathology, RPA.
The Awards were presented by Dr Kerry Chant, NSW Chief
Health Officer and Dr Teresa Anderson AM, Chief Executive of
Sydney Local Health District at the Clinical Trials Showcase as
part of Innovation Week 2019.
The Excellence in Clinical Trials Awards have been established
to recognise and celebrate the outstanding achievements of
Sydney Local Health District staff in the field of research.
There are more than 669 active clinical trials currently across
the District. Each is helping to advance clinical practice and
save or improve the lives of our patients. These trials are being
conducted in more than 71 departments.

Professor Steve Chadban has won $45,000
in pre-seed funding with his Big Idea to
build a comfortable and functional chair for
dialysis patients.
Professor Chadban is the Director of Renal Medicine at
Sydney Local Health District and Head of the Kidney Node
at the University of Sydney’s Charles Perkins Centre.
He impressed the judging panel with his Deluxe Medical
Chair, which he described as offering business class-level
comfort and functionality for patients who spend hours
undergoing dialysis several times a week.
Professor Chadban and his team asked patients, dialysis
nurses and doctors what features they felt would make for a
better chair. They then collaborated with an industrial design
firm and a chair manufacturer to create a design.
Professor Chadban said he will use the prize money as well
as $25,000 in professional services from engineering and
commercialisation partner IDE Group to build a prototype
then produce 100 chairs. The judging panel felt the Deluxe
Medical Chair had significant commercial potential both
locally and internationally and beyond dialysis to oncology
and infusion centres.
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AWARDS AND SCHOLARSHIPS
Health Minister Brad Hazzard
presented the Sydney Research
Awards and Scholarships at
the 2019 Sydney Innovation and
Research Symposium.
The awards and scholarships celebrate and
encourage research excellence across the
partnership including Sydney Local Health
District, the University of Sydney and our
partner medical research institutes.

Mr Hazzard said: “As Minister for Health and
Minister for Medical Research I’m really lucky
to be able to be out amongst the people at
the forefront of health and research.”
“We all have a thirst to learn more and why
do we do it? Because of our patients, and the
people we care about. That’s what drives all
of you in health,” Mr Hazzard said.
The full list of winners can be found at
slhd.nsw.gov.au/sydneyconnect/storySydneyResearchAwardsScholarships2019.html

HealthMatters • Sydney, it’s your local health district
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School Science
Project Competition

What does
it mean to be
healthy?

Like a Girl group
creates equal opportunities
at school
Students at Hampden Park
primary school at Lakemba in
Sydney’s south-west have won
$5000 for their “Like a Girl”
program in our Healthy Families
Healthy Children – School
Science Project Competition.
The initiative provides an equal opportunity
for girls to participate in before-school
activities promoting physical and emotional
wellbeing.
The group led by teacher Tenielle
Thompson aims to improve sports skills,
build confidence and foster an “I can
do it” attitude.
“We run, hit, kick and throw like a girl who
is strong, skilled, intelligent, proud, caring,

families
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Tell us what
your school or
pre-school is doing
to be healthy

resilient and confident,” the girls said in
their competition entry.

Two individual primary school students
won $1000 for their school libraries.

The group meets on Wednesdays and
Fridays before school to play sport.

James Wilson, from Strathfield North
Public School, won the award for his healthy
checklist which shows being healthy is not
just about eating well and being active but
also includes other factors like mental and
social wellbeing, education and life
experiences.

The girls received their prize from the NSW
Health Minister Brad Hazzard and Sydney
Local Health District chief executive Teresa
Anderson AM.
Dr Anderson said, “When we saw your
video about the impact of the Like a Girl
program at your school… it was absolutely
inspiring. These young women will be
leaders of tomorrow.”
The girls plan to use the prize money to buy
more sports equipment for their school and
to promote “Like a Girl” to encourage other
schools to run similar physical and mental
health programs.
The students also won $1000 for tee-shirts
and other materials for the program.

There were four big winners in our special
Symposium-edition of The Pitch. The judges
awarded $25 000 to the “You Matter” Equal
Access to Cystic Fibrosis Care Initiative which
aims to improve access to tertiary level care
for cystic fibrosis patients – particularly in
rural and remote areas.
The judges awarded $20 000 to an Innovation in
Communication project. It aims to develop child protection
specific communication simulation so staff can practice
communication with patients, families and teams.
And the Ear Phone Project was awarded $14 000. It
combines two new pieces of technology to improve
access to ENT care for indigenous Australians in remote
communities in NSW.
Dr Anderson also announced that a project to improve
access to healthy food and water for medical staff will be
funded across all hospitals in the District.

Year six student Sean Fitzgibbons, from
Russell Lee Public School, created a poster
about keeping our heart and lungs healthy
which included his own tips and tricks.
The winner of the pre-school competition
was Explore and Develop Camperdown
who also received a $5000 prize.
The runner-up in the pre-school competition
was Learning Wonderland Riverwood. They
created a talk show about healthy eating.
They received a $2000 prize.

children
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Connor’s Bricks
Adelaide school student Connor met Dr Sean Geoghegan at LEGO
fan event Brick-a-laide. Dr Geoghegan, State Director of Radiation
Oncology Medical Physics at Royal Adelaide Hospital, convinced
Connor to use his extraordinary talent for creating large-scale
realistic LEGO installations to help children with cancer. Connor has
created a 500-brick model of a linear accelerators (Linac) complete
with moving parts to help young patients undergoing radiation
therapy feel more comfortable. Connor, his dad Peter and Dr
Geoghegan spoke about their unique collaboration and what can
happen when we partner with patients and their families to improve
the experience of health care.

Sydney Innovation
and Research Symposium
Snapshot Sessions
A highlight of the Sydney Innovation and
Research Symposium is the snapshot sessions,
which provide an opportunity for staff across
the District to showcase particular projects,
research or initiatives.

Sydney Robotics Masterclass
A robotic surgery training and
education program for surgeons,
nurses and other clinical
staff topped off a successful
Innovation Week 2019.
Hosted by RPA’s Institute of Academic
Surgery (IAS), the Sydney Robotics
Masterclass saw seven surgical robots across
the Camperdown campus in action at the
same time.
Participants had an opportunity to trial a
number of different robots including the
intuitive da Vinci Surgical System in thoracic,
urology and colorectal workshops.
Orthopaedic robotic surgery took place
using the Stryker Mako and Corin Ominbot
systems.
IAS Executive Director Kate McBride said the
Masterclass was a great opportunity to utilise
all seven robotic-assisted surgical platforms
on the RPA-Chris O’Brien Lifehouse campus,
the most in Australia.
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“The day gave our surgeons and junior
medical staff in particular the opportunity
to interact with this technology in a way
they don’t normally have access to,” Ms
McBride said.
The program also included a half-day
seminar discussing current robotic practice
across a range of surgical specialties as well
as the future of robotic surgery. Orthopaedic
Surgeon Dr Brett Fritsch told the surgeons in
the audience that while developments in
robotic surgery are advancing at a rapid
pace, human surgeons “were unlikely to be
replaced by robots any time soon”.
More than 120 people attended the
workshops and seminar with some surgeons
travelling from interstate for the advanced
training opportunity.
RPA is one of only a small number of
hospitals in Australia offering pubic patients
access to robotic-assisted surgery. The
hospital has most robotic surgical systems
on any one campus in Australia, including the
southern hemisphere’s only surgical robotics
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training laboratory, the Surgical and
Robotics Training Institute.
Ms McBride said it is important for the
public health sector to ensure we are
undertaking comprehensive research to
support the implementation and use of
robotic technology.
RPA was the first hospital to introduce
robotic-assisted technology within a
comprehensive research framework,
meaning all patients are enrolled in a
research study.
The IAS will host the Sydney Robotics
Summit in 2020 in partnership with
the internationally recognised group,
Society of Robotic Surgery to deliver
an international multi-specialty robotics
program in June 2020.

FluCARE app
The Public Health Unit (PHU)
demonstrated a new app they
designed to co-ordinate a rapid
response to influenza outbreaks
in nursing homes. The InFLUenza
outbreak Communication,
Advice and REporting app, or
FluCARE, has been described
as a game-changer, which will
better protect vulnerable elderly
residents from the disease.

“The app has been created to help staff at
residential aged-care facilities quickly
recognise and respond to an outbreak of the
flu which is critical to minimise its spread and
impact,” said the unit’s epidemiologist Dr
Emma Quinn.
In 2017, the PHU won a grant of $48 000
for the design, implementation and
evaluation of FluCARE at The Pitch, the
District’s quarterly funding challenge for
innovative ideas of staff.
The team has spent the past two years
developing the web-based application,
which is now set to be piloted at up to 30
residential aged-care facilities in the District.
During the 12-month pilot, nursing home
staff will record data about suspected cases
of influenza-like illness (ILI) and flu among
residents at their facilities.

The app’s algorithm will analyse the data in
real-time and automatically trigger alerts
when the criteria for an outbreak is reached,
24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
It will send email notifications to key
response personnel, including the facility’s
manager, the District’s on-call public health
officer and designated GPs.
The facility’s staff will receive an action
checklist to guide their immediate response
and the PHU will offer further advice about
infection control measures.
“By acting sooner, we’ll be better able to
contain the spread of the disease and we
hope to be able to prevent hospitalisations
and deaths,” Dr Quinn said.

HealthMatters • Sydney, it’s your local health district
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Immersive experience

“I enjoyed being able to
see the breadth of work
across the District and
efforts to include the
community and consumers
in decision making”

Our Diversity Programs and Strategy Hub created an immersive
experience that aimed replicate and give an understanding of
what it’s like to navigate a health service when you don’t speak
the language and don’t understand the system. A “clinic” staffed
by members of the Diversity Hub and Interpreter Services was
set up. All staff spoke a language other than English. Participants
were given a task to complete with some assistance from
interpreters. Generally, participants were unable to complete the
task. The experience gave participants some insight into the
refugee and migrant community perspective.

Clinical Trials
Showcase

“Fabulous event for
researchers to be able
to introduce and
showcase their ideas”
The Big Idea

“There is great power in
hearing patients and carers
telling their own stories”

Improving mental health in Muslim communities
Advocating for gender equality in
medicine and careers in STEMM
Advocating for gender equality in medicine and an
ENT surgeon with a passion for excellence,
innovation, and research, Associate Professor
Mukherjee was one of four nominees for the 2019
NSW Premier’s Women of the Year Award. As a
mother to a young daughter, she is passionate
about education and literacy development in
young children and enjoys mentoring children and
junior doctors into pursuing careers in STEMM.

Patient and Family
Experience Symposium

Stigma, misunderstanding and taboos of
mental illness and tobacco addiction
AMAN Health is a new initiative of the Lebanese Muslim Association
that aims to support the health and wellbeing of the wider community
through the delivery of culturally appropriate care. Carawan Ghanem and
Khaled Kamalmaz presented two services developed in collaboration
with Sydney Local Health District: Psych Support and Quit Smoking
clinics. The clinics provide free therapy which requires no Medicare or
GP referral. The psychologist and counsellors employed are bilingual,
allowing for the service to be provided in English, Arabic and Bengali.
Since the short time of establishment, AMAN health has engaged
with broader community through the delivery of numerous health
promotional activities and facilitated more than 900 individual sessions.

“The event was inclusive
and encouraged staff to
step up to the challenge
of making services the
best they can be”

Health Justice Partnership
Sydney Local Health District and Redfern Legal Centre have
created a Health Justice Partnership to address child protection
and other legal issues experienced by disadvantaged people.
Solicitors Alexis Goodstone and Luke Carr described how
embedding a solicitor at Drug Health Services in RPA and at
Sydney Dental Hospital is helping extremely disadvantaged
people access legal services. The partnership is an innovative
approach to addressing the social determinants of health.

Sydney Innovation and
Research Symposium

“There is wonderful
work happening across
the District and it is
important to celebrate
these achievements”
Care in Our Community
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“I loved the focus
on connecting with
someone new”
Care in Our
Community

“I saw that staff are valued by
the organisation and that I
myself can be innovative and
supported to explore new
ideas and ways of practice”
Sydney Innovation and
Research Symposium

Imagine Transform Lead Experience

HealthMatters is all about you. We would love to hear your stories.
Simply email SLHD-media@health.nsw.gov.au

